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Why - and why construction?
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UK one of the most unequal economies in the developed world  - child poverty, 
housing, education, mobility, health, productivity…..

And its getting worse – 30% of the population live in 10% most deprived areas

One in 4 suffer with a long term illness; life expectancy 16 years less

Trickle down economic growth model does not work – need to do different

.Wanted to explore the SV Act  - what difference is this tool making?

Construction - £500b spend by 2030; contributes 7% of GDP; central to place; 
huge opportunity to deliver a transformational social impact.



Research and methodology
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Wide definition of the construction industry, 
including infrastructure, water, buildings, 
transport, energy…

Client (public sector) and Industry surveys

Interviews with Tier 1 and 2 suppliers 

Roundtables – SME and T1s

Case studies 

Literature review 



What we found:
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– There is an absence of a single definition and lack of understanding 
of what social value is. 

– Cited as the biggest barrier by all

– A wide range of activities are considered to be social value

– Some of these reflect commercial self-interest, or good/legal 
business practices – very little innovation

Key Recommendation 2: 

Agree a definition of social value, 
and what activities are within 
scope, for the construction sector

– Social value is often interpreted as “local spend”, however there are 
lots of issues with this…..



What else was lacking:
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– capacity, capability and resource on both sides for monitoring, evaluation, 
and a lack of enforcement of contractual undertakings from buyers.

– leadership and collaboration on SV on X-boundary projects

– clearly articulated and transparent social value strategies 

– robust prior community engagement and needs analysis & alignment

– a focus on outcomes

In addition:

– disproportionate/unrealistic outputs 

– proliferations of tools, frameworks, models, metrics

– Significant problems at lower end of the supply chain – SME/VCS



Delivering Social Value
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Key Recommendations: 

3. Update the Treasury Green 
Book, the Social Value Act and 
initiate mandatory reporting

4. Upskill both the public and 
private sector in different 
aspects of Social Value



Partnerships
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– Wide variety of partners used in Social Value 
delivery, and often the partnerships 
themselves were counted as SV.

– Partners seen to aid effective SV delivery -
local knowledge and community networks

– But significant barriers and challenges 
reported by both sides:

– procurement capability, delivery capacity, lack 
of prompt payment, resilience and 
professionalism, little support to get into supply 
chain, incestuous and embedded, not a level 
playing field……   

Key Recommendation

5. Support and upskill SMEs 
and VCS organisations



Monitoring and Evaluation
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– Not consistently done and contracts rarely 
enforced

– Misalignment in what is believed to have been 
delivered, lack of clarity

– Varied tools and approaches – few outcome 
based measures, or negative impacts/geogs.

– Challenges of lack of capability and resources 
(people, finance)

– Need greater transparency, accountability,and 
publication; a ‘procurement memory’ - into a 
Centre, for guidance, examples, training, 
knowledge share, collaboration…..

Key Recommendations: 

1. Establish a Social Value 
Centre of Excellence for 
Construction

3. Update the Treasury 
Green Book, the Social 
Value Act and initiate 
mandatory reporting and SV 
strategies.



Five Recommendations
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– Define Social Value and what activities are within scope

– Establish a Social Value Centre of Excellence for the 
construction industry

– Support review of the Treasury Green Book, and initiation of 
mandatory reporting and SV strategies

– Upskill public and private sector 

– Upskill local SMEs and VCS organisations



Doing it differently
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The Report
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www.ied.co.uk/insights

– Executive summary

– Case studies

– Full report



IED next steps…

First series of round tables on community engagement, and scoping Centre 
of Excellence, sign up at https://ied.co.uk/news_events/events_calendar/

Collaboration with UBGBC to create a definition; feed into the review of the 
Treasury Green Book

Series of CPD sessions for upskilling public and private sector, including 
using SV delivery activities to maximise competitive advantage

Joint events in planning – CIPFA, CBI, ICE

With Constructing Excellence SW….
Ambassador group – communications channel – needs, barriers?

What else would you like?


